—In the past few years alone, right-wingers and white nationalists have slaughtered hundreds of people in “lone wolf”-style violence and mass shootings. *This is merely a continuation of a well-established trend.*

—Police have been murdering people—mostly black and indigenous individuals—with impunity at a rate of almost 1,000 per year (more than 3 people slain per day). The rate of the killings has sky-rocketed since the Ferguson rebellion, which itself was a desperate response to police violence. *This genocide by increments has been ramped up in response to a few riots and highway blockades.*

—Over half a million men, women, and children have been obliterated in the oil wars and subsequent occupations of Afghanistan and Iraq. *These are only the latest in a long line of US interventions to ensure normal functioning of “the economy,” i.e. the accumulation of unimaginable wealth for the few and ultra-privileged.*

—Continual drone strikes, bombing raids, tortures, and disappearances (whether directly or by proxy) are launched everyday by the most powerful empire in history. *This is nothing other than Business as Usual.*

—Abductions and deportations by ICE continue to violently rip apart untold numbers of families. *Ethnic cleansing continues whether under Democrat or Republican administrations.*

—Rampant domestic violence, sexist brutality, and child abuse wrack US society. *This is perpetrated at particularly high rates by police, soldiers, and reactionaries, in addition to droves of normal American men.*

**Patriotism is a circus tent erected over a mass grave.**

Since their inception, patriarchy, white supremacy, settler-colonialism, and statecraft in general have been massively violent and murderous projects. The violence done to those lower on the ladder of hierarchy is normalized and made trivial or invisible, while the violence which finally faces in the other direction provokes shock, horror, and fetishizing of the “victims” in mainstream discourse.

“**Left-wing violence**” *is a code phrase used by the butcher for those who would escape his blade.*

*but we know well enough who the real killers are*

**FIGHT BACK**

**ETERNAL WAR ON THE HITLER YOUTH**

**ANTI-FASCIST FOR LIFE**

☞ *Patriot Prayer and Proud Boys shall not pass. ☞*

pugetsoundanarchists.org ☞ itsgoingdown.org ☞ crimethinc.com